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PURPOSE. To investigate fluorescence lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO) in neovascular
AMD and pigment epithelial detachments (PEDs).

METHODS. A total of 46 eyes with PEDs (>350 lm) as well as age-matched healthy controls
were included in this study. We found 28 eyes showed neovascular AMD (nvAMD), and 17
had nonneovascular (dry) AMD (dAMD). The Heidelberg Engineering FLIO excited
fluorescence at 473 nm. Fluorescence decays were detected in two spectral channels
(498–560 nm; 560–720 nm) to determine fluorescence lifetimes of endogenous fluorophores
in their specific spectral emission ranges. Mean fluorescence lifetimes (sm) were investigated.
Multimodal imaging was reviewed by two ophthalmologists who circumscribed and classified
PEDs as either serous (n ¼ 4), hemorrhagic (n ¼ 4), fibrovascular (n ¼ 16), drusenoid (n ¼
17), or mixed (n ¼ 5). Blood samples from a healthy subject and a patient with PED were
investigated in a quartz cuvette.

RESULTS. Eyes with nvAMD show similar FLIO patterns to dAMD: ring-shaped prolongations of
sm 3 to 6 mm from the fovea. Different PED-forms show characteristic sm, while serous and
hemorrhagic PEDs exhibit shortened sm, drusenoid PEDs show prolonged sm, and sm in
fibrovascular PEDs is variable. Areas corresponding to sub-/intraretinal fluid display shortened
sm. Ex vivo studies of blood also show short sm.

CONCLUSIONS. The previously described dAMD-related FLIO pattern is also present in nvAMD.
Short sm in serous, fibrovascular, and hemorrhagic PEDs as well as sub/intraretinal fluid may
disrupt this pattern. FLIO appears to differentiate between PEDs, hemorrhage, and fluid.
Additionally, ex vivo studies of human blood help to better interpret FLIO images.

Keywords: FLIO, fluorescence lifetime imaging, age-related macular degeneration, lipofuscin,
blood

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD), a major vision
threatening disease for individuals above 65 years, can

either remain as nonneovascular or lead to the formation of
choroidal and/or retinal neovascularization. Neovascularization
can be treated with injections of antivascular endothelial
growth factor antibodies and antibody fragments.1–3 However,
due to the development of macular atrophy, not all eyes with
neovascular AMD (nvAMD) will maintain good visual acuity.4

Overall, therapeutic outcomes in both nvAMD and nonneovas-
cular (dry) AMD (dAMD) are not satisfying.2–6 More research
needs to be done to find out about metabolic circumstances
and changes in the diseased retina. The environment as well as
individual genetic risk factors are involved in AMD pathogen-
esis.7–10 Extracellular debris deposits called drusen are current-
ly recognized as the hallmark pathologic feature of AMD.10,11

Complement dysregulation and chronic inflammation seem to
play a key role in drusen as well as in AMD development.12–14

However, the full metabolic pathways still remain unknown.
The formation and fate of pigment epithelial detachments
(PEDs) in AMD are of special interest, as they often represent
an initial step of vision loss.15 PEDs can have different
histologic subtypes, which can be classified as drusenoid,
fibrovascular, serous, and hemorrhagic.15

The novel retinal imaging modality known as fluorescence
lifetime imaging ophthalmoscopy (FLIO) may detect metabolic
and disease-related changes within the retina.16–18 Healthy eyes
without AMD risk factors show a characteristic FLIO lifetime
pattern with shortest FLIO lifetimes in the fovea and longest at
the optic disc.19–21 Drusen in donor tissue were also previously
investigated with time-resolved FAF imaging.22 AMD seems to
present specific lifetime patterns in FLIO, and recently, it has
been shown that eyes with dAMD exhibit a very specific pattern
of prolonged FLIO lifetimes.23 A different FLIO study on AMD
also found a general prolongation of FLIO lifetimes in AMD.24

Fluorescence lifetime imaging in general is a sensitive
method to detect changes within the microenvironment of
cells.25 It has been shown that even changes in the oxidative
state of cells or the pH may show altered fluorescence
lifetimes.26 Imaging fluorescence lifetimes in the retina likely
shows minor changes in the retina as well.17,18 However, as the
retina is more complex than individual tissue sections, the
assignment of altered fluorescence lifetimes to specific
fluorophores is more difficult. As FLIO is a very novel
technique, its exact sensitivity has not yet been investigated,
and longitudinal studies will be necessary to truly evaluate the
sensitivity of this novel methodology. Previously, using the
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experimental FLIO device, Schweitzer et al.27 determined the
sensitivity and specificity for discrimination of healthy subjects
and diabetic patients who have no sign of diabetic retinopathy.
In this study, the SSC showed a sensitivity of 83.8% and a
specificity of 84% for s2, and in the LSC, the best separation
was found within s3 (sensitivity: 89.2 %; specificity 80%).27

Nevertheless, as specific patterns of FLIO lifetimes can be
assigned to specific retinal diseases, early changes of retinal
lifetime patterns are likely disease-related. The described AMD
FLIO pattern appears in some healthy age-matched subjects as
well, which may be a sign of risk to develop AMD in the
future.23 Many other diseases have been investigated with
FLIO, where this novel technique was reported to be
beneficial.28–40 This study focuses on describing FLIO lifetimes
in patients with PEDs due to dAMD as well as nvAMD.

METHODS

This cross-sectional study was conducted at the John A. Moran
Eye Center in Salt Lake City, UT, USA. The University of Utah
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this study, which
adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Prior to any
investigations, informed written consent was obtained from all
patients. All measurements were performed between March
2017 and December 2018. One patient was imaged and
included at a later time point in May 2019. This 69-year-old
male initially presented with a fibrovascular PED in May 2019
and received FLIO imaging before his first intravitreal anti-VEGF
injection that same day. He subsequently presented 2 weeks
later with a new hemorrhagic PED. Due to the uniqueness of
this case, we decided to include this patient to our study.

Procedure

Patients as well as control subjects were examined and
diagnosed by an ophthalmologist prior to inclusion. Each
patient and healthy subject underwent a FLIO measurement
with dilated pupils. The patients received multimodal imaging,
always including OCT scans (Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineer-
ing, Heidelberg, Germany). Intraocular pressure was assessed
with a Tonopen, with all study procedures completed prior to
performance of any fluorescein angiography procedures.
Multimodal imaging including OCT, fundus photography, FAF
intensity imaging and in some cases including fluorescein
angiography, was reviewed by two ophthalmologists blinded to
FLIO results. These two ophthalmologists identified PEDs>350
lm, circumscribed the location of the PED based on multimodal
imaging, and classified the PED as either drusenoid, serous,
fibrovascular, hemorrhagic, or mixed based on the classification
by Pepple and Mruthyunjaya.15 In three eyes from three
different patients, the graders results did not match. In these
cases, the grading of the senior specialist was used. However, in
all of these cases, the final diagnosis was mixed serous and
fibrovascular PED, whereas one grader had graded the PED as
only one part of it (either serous or fibrovascular). The graders
also determined whether the patient had dAMD or nvAMD;
there was no difference in the grading. dAMD includes only eyes
that never before showed neovascularization. The graders also
determined the presence of sub- or intraretinal fluid; there was
no difference in the grading. Subsequently, fluorescent lifetimes
were obtained for each circumscribed area using individual
masks based on the circumscribed localization of PEDs.

FLIO

The FLIO device setup, safety and image acquisition have
previously been described in detail elsewhere.16,20,21,34 Relying

on the principle of time-correlated single photon counting, the
prototype FLIO is based on an imaging platform (Heidelberg
Engineering) and is suited to record FLIO lifetimes in vivo.16,41

FAF intensity and lifetime images were acquired from a 308 field
centered at the fovea (excitation wavelength 473 nm). Photons
were detected in two separate spectral channels: a short
spectral channel (SSC; 498–560 nm) and a long spectral
channel (LSC; 560–720 nm). A high-contrast confocal infrared
reflectance (IR) image for eye tracking was included.

Fluorescence data were analyzed using imaging software
(SPCImage 4.4.2; Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The
fluorescence decay was approximated by calculating the least-
square fit of a series of three exponential functions; 3 3 3-pixel
binning was applied. The amplitude weighted mean fluores-
cence decay time (sm) was used for further analysis. Additional
details have been described elsewhere.21,41

To obtain FLIO lifetimes from the areas of PEDs, masks for
the areas of PEDs were manually created by one of the graders.
The grader used multimodal imaging to determine the area of
PED, blinded to FLIO. After this, the grader drew the previously
outlined area onto the FAF intensity image in the imaging
software (Becker & Hickl GmbH). The software automatically
overlays this mask onto the FLIO image and provides mean
FLIO lifetimes for both spectral channels from the area of the
mask. To obtain FLIO lifetimes from the AMD pattern, the outer
ring (OR) from a standardized Early Treatment of Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid was analyzed. However, to
exclude PED fluorescence from within this area, manual masks
were drawn to exclude the areas of PEDs. The same grader
drew all of the masks.

SPC-Image and FLIMX were used for all FLIO lifetime analysis
and to illustrate the FLIO lifetimes.42 The FLIMX software is
documented and freely available for download online under the
open source BSD-license (http://www.flimx.de).

Ex Vivo Measurement of Blood

Blood anticoagulated with ethylenediaminetetraacetate was
obtained from a healthy 40-year-old volunteer, as well as one
patient that presented with a new-onset hemorrhagic PED.
Fluorescence lifetimes of blood were measured in a quartz
cuvette over 2 hours, while the blood was left to separate into
plasma and sedimented erythrocytes. Throughout the course of
2 hours the autofluorescence lifetimes were recorded intermit-
tently. After 2 hours, the blood sample was shaken to combine
both layers, and autofluorescence lifetimes were measured again.

Data analysis was performed using SPC-Image. As fluores-
cence lifetimes were similar between a bi- and tri-exponential
fitting approach, the samples were fitted using a tri-exponential
fit and a binning of 1 to keep it uniform with the patient analysis.
Details about fitting process of ex vivo samples have been
described elsewhere.43 Mean fluorescence lifetimes in the region
of the cuvette were averaged over a square of 100 3 100 pixels.

Statistical Analysis

A standardized ETDRS grid was used to obtain sm from
different regions of interest, and statistical software (SPSS 21;
SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was employed in all statistical
analyses. To test for significant sm differences between
different eyes, an independent sample t-test was used. Our
data followed normal distribution (checked with the Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnov test), and all results are provided as mean 6
standard deviation (SD). A Bonferroni correction was applied
in case of multiple testing. Although one patient was imaged at
two time points and showed different forms of PED at each
point (fibrovascular, hemorrhagic), this patient was only
included once in the statistical analysis (as a hemorrhagic PED).
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RESULTS

Subjects

This study includes a total of 46 eyes from 35 patients with
PED due to AMD. The mean age was 76 6 8 years (range 60–90
years). We found 29 of these eyes showed nvAMD, and 17 had
dAMD. Additionally, an age-matched group of 45 eyes from 26
healthy subjects (mean age: 66 6 9 years) was included. A
detailed characterization of all subjects is given in Table 1.

All investigated PEDs were larger than 350 lm. PEDs were
classified according to Pepple and Mruthyunjaya15 as either
serous (n¼ 4 eyes), hemorrhagic (n¼ 4 eyes), fibrovascular (n
¼ 16 eyes), drusenoid (n¼ 17 eyes), or mixed (n¼ 5 eyes). Of
the 5 eyes with mixed PEDs, one was a hemorrhagic plus
fibrovascular PED, while all others were serous plus fibrovas-
cular PEDs. All 17 drusenoid PEDs were from eyes with dAMD,
and all other PEDs were from eyes with nvAMD.

Two special cases were additionally included in the study but
not in any statistical analysis. The first case was an eye with an
RPE tear. This female patient was 84 years old at examination
date and showed nvAMD with a fibrovascular PED in her other
eye. The second case was a 74-year-old female with subretinal
hyperreflective material (SHRM). Due to retinal fibrosis, this eye
was not included in any further statistical analysis.

Typical FLIO Pattern in Eyes With nvAMD

A typical and consistent FLIO pattern can be observed in all
eyes with AMD, regardless of whether the eye shows
neovascular or nonneovascular AMD. In eyes with AMD, FLIO
lifetimes are prolonged in a ring-shaped area between the large
arcade vessels in an area between 3 and 6 mm from the fovea.
The pattern is most prominent in the LSC. Figure 1 shows this
pattern in one eye with dAMD and one eye with nvAMD, as

well as one healthy eye. The OR describes the area of

prolonged FLIO lifetimes in AMD. The OR showed significantly

prolonged FLIO lifetimes in eyes with nvAMD (SSC: 369 6 62

ps; LSC: 470 6 36 picoseconds [ps]), as well as dAMD (SSC:

388 6 78 ps; LSC: 438 6 32 ps), compared to age-matched

healthy eyes (SSC: 327 6 80 ps; LSC: 361 6 63 ps). The

complete statistical analysis can be found in Table 2.

FLIO Lifetimes in Areas of PED

FLIO lifetimes in areas of pigment epithelial detachment

showed both prolonged as well as shortened FLIO lifetimes.

TABLE 1. Characterization of Investigated Subjects

Demographics Healthy PED

Eyes, n 45 46

Subjects, n 26 35

Mean age 6 SD, y 66 6 9 76 6 8

IOL, n (%) 14 (31) 19 (41)

Sex, n (%) F: 13 (50) F: 17 (49)

M: 13 (50) M: 18 (51)

FIGURE 1. FLIO lifetime images from the both spectral channels (SSC:
498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) as well as FAF intensity image of
one healthy eye, one eye with nonneovascular age-related macular
degeneration, and one eye with neovascular AMD. Healthy: fovea SSC,
160 ps; LSC, 305 ps; outer ring SSC, 258 ps; LSC, 347 ps.
Nonneovascular AMD: fovea SSC, 211 ps; LSC, 356 ps; outer ring
SSC, 397 ps; LSC, 465 ps. Neovascular AMD: fovea SSC, 128 ps; LSC,
232 ps; outer ring SSC, 319 ps; LSC, 410 ps.

TABLE 2. Mean FLIO Lifetimes in Healthy Subjects and AMD Patients

Area of

Interest

Healthy

(n ¼ 45)

Neovascular

AMD (n ¼ 29)

Non-neovascular

AMD (n ¼ 17)

P Value

Healthy and

Neovascular AMD

Healthy and

Nonneovascular AMD

Neovascular and

Nonneovascular AMD

Central area (C)

SSC, ps 223 6 80 152 6 63 190 6 76 <0.001 0.135 0.066

LSC, ps 309 6 66 273 6 79 296 6 58 0.062 0.464 0.303

Outer ring (OR)

SSC, ps 327 6 80 ps 369 6 62 388 6 78 <0.05 <0.01 0.353

LSC, ps 361 6 63 ps 470 6 36 438 6 32 <0.001 <0.001 <0.05

Difference (OR minus C)

SSC, ps 104 6 26 217 6 56 198 6 40 <0.001 <0.001 0.219

LSC, ps 53 6 26 196 6 75 141 6 57 <0.001 <0.001 <0.05

Area of PED

SSC, ps NA 302 6 91 349 6 59 NA NA 0.058

LSC, ps NA 409 6 72 435 6 102 NA NA 0.682

Bolded P values indicate statistical significance.
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This likely originates from different pathomechanisms behind
the PED. Table 3 shows mean FLIO lifetimes from different
forms of PED. Drusenoid PEDs show longest FLIO lifetimes in
either spectral channel, serous PEDs show shortest FLIO
lifetimes in the SSC, and hemorrhagic PEDs show shortest
lifetimes in the LSC. Fibrovascular PEDs may show either short
or long FLIO lifetimes; this may be due to the different
constitutions of fluid and fluorescent material. Figure 2 depicts
one eye of each PED type (drusenoid, fibrovascular, serous, and
hemorrhagic). Figure 3 gives some additional examples of
patients with PEDs.

A 69-year-old male presented initially with a fibrovascular
PED and received FLIO imaging but was initially not included
in this study (past recruitment time). He received his first anti-
VEGF injection at this timepoint and presented 2 weeks later
with a hemorrhagic PED. Figure 4 shows his FLIO images
before and after he developed a hemorrhagic PED, as well as
his blood sample measurements. The patient had a natural
lens.

FLIO Lifetimes in One Patient With an RPE Tear

FLIO lifetimes were investigated in one case of an RPE tear. The
patient was an 84-year-old female with a fibrovascular PED in
her second eye. The patient had an artificial IOL. The eye with
the RPE tear is shown in Figure 5. Due to the tear, an area of
blood can be found adjacent to areas of RPE atrophy. In FLIO
imaging, areas of blood have considerably shorter FLIO
lifetimes (SSC: 128 ps; LSC: 226 ps; red color) compared to
healthy areas of the fundus (SSC: 253 ps; LSC: 384 ps). Areas of
RPE atrophy show much prolonged FLIO lifetimes (SSC: 427
ps; LSC: 475 ps; blue color).

FLIO Lifetimes in One Patient With Subretinal
Hyperreflective Material

SHRM was observed in one eye that also showed retinal fibrosis
in other areas. The area with SHRM exhibited shortened FLIO
lifetimes, Figure 6 shows the images of this eye. In this 74-year-
old female, who had an artificial IOL, the AMD-related area
(OR) showed FLIO lifetimes of 296 ps (SSC) and 433 ps (LSC).
SHRM showed similar lifetimes in the SSC (284 ps), but much
shorter mean FLIO lifetimes in the LSC (316 ps). FLIO lifetimes
of adjacent fibrotic areas were much prolonged (SSC: 455 ps;
LSC: 640 ps).

FLIO Lifetimes in Retinal Vessels

In most eyes, the retinal vessels show long decay times.
However, short lifetimes were also occasionally observed at
some blood vessels. Fourteen of the 46 investigated eyes
showed some vessels with short FLIO lifetimes. In one patient,
both eyes showed short vessel lifetimes. In two other patients,
the second eye did not show short vessel lifetimes. For all other
patients, the second eye was not included in this study. These
vessels with short FLIO lifetimes were always veins and tended
to show a large vessel diameter. All but one eye showed
neovascular AMD. All but two eyes had artificial intraocular
lenses. The two eyes with the short vessel lifetimes and natural
lens are both eyes of the same patient; this patient showed

TABLE 3. Mean FLIO Lifetimes in Different PEDs

PED Type SSC, ps LSC, ps

Drusenoid (n ¼ 17) 349 6 59 435 6 102

Fibrovascular (n ¼ 16) 309 6 103 419 6 84

Serous (n ¼ 4) 297 6 23 396 6 31

Hemorrhagic (n ¼ 4) 289 6 69 298 6 46

All drusenoid PEDs are from eyes with nonneovascular AMD,
whereas all other PED types are from eyes with neovascular AMD.

FIGURE 2. FLIO lifetime images from the both spectral channels (SSC:
498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) as well as FAF intensity and OCT
images of four eyes from patients with different types of pigment
epithelial detachments associated with age-related macular degenera-
tion. Masks highlight the area of PEDs. FLIO data: (A) Fovea SSC, 188
ps; LSC, 297 ps; outer ring SSC, 414 ps; LSC, 447 ps; areas of PED SSC,
354 ps; LSC, 419 ps. (B) Fovea SSC: 84 ps; LSC: 189 ps; outer ring SSC,
378 ps; LSC, 513 ps; areas of PED SSC, 249 ps; LSC, 403 ps. (C) Fovea
SSC, 165 ps; LSC, 320 ps; outer ring SSC, 322 ps; LSC, 424 ps; areas of
PED SSC, 266 ps; LSC, 317 ps. (D) Fovea SSC: 253 ps; LSC, 384 ps;
outer ring SSC, 313 ps; LSC, 486 ps; areas of PED SSC, 240 ps; LSC, 250
ps.

FIGURE 3. FLIO lifetime images from the both spectral channels (SSC:
498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) of eyes with different types of PED.
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clear natural lenses without any signs of cataract. Six eyes with
short vessel lifetimes were from male patients, and eight were
from female patients. The mean age of patients that showed
short vessel lifetimes was 78 6 11 years. This observation was
made not only in patients with AMD, but also other diseases as
well as healthy eyes. One patient with AMD and short FLIO
lifetimes within the vessels is presented in Figure 7.

Ex Vivo Fluorescence Characteristics of Blood

Blood showed relatively short mean autofluorescence life-
times. Initially after the blood was drawn, autofluorescence
lifetimes around 165 ps (SSC) and 220 ps (LSC) were found.
The autofluorescence lifetimes shortened over that time period
in the settled erythrocytes. Conversely, we observed slightly
longer lifetimes in the plasma portion. When the blood sample
was shaken after 2 hours, the autofluorescence lifetimes
became comparable to the initial measurement. The corre-
sponding data are presented in Table 4. The first subject from
which the blood was drawn had a healthy FLIO pattern and
long lifetimes at the vessels, and the second subject’s images
are shown in Figure 4 before and after his hemorrhagic PED.

The Influence of the Lens

We found that 27 of the investigated eyes had a natural lens,
and 19 of the investigated eyes had an IOL. Cataract was an
exclusion criterion, but due to the advanced age, patients with
natural lenses showed traces of nuclear sclerosis. Table 5
shows the analysis of patients and healthy subjects with
different lenses.

Investigating the fovea as well as the OR separately,
significant differences can be found only within the SSC. By
investigating differences between these two regions, there is
no significant difference between patients with natural lenses
or intraocular lenses.

Investigating PEDs, these lifetimes were significantly shorter
for patients with an IOL. However, the distribution of PED
types was not uniform between these groups. In the group
with natural lenses were 14 drusenoid, 7 fibrovascular, 2
serous, 2 hemorrhagic, and 2 mixed PEDs. The group with IOL
showed three drusenoid, nine fibrovascular, two serous, two
hemorrhagic, and three mixed PEDs. The drusenoid PEDs

FIGURE 4. FAF lifetime and intensity images from the both spectral
channels (SSC: 498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) as well as OCT
image and color fundus photograph of one eye before and after
development of a hemorrhagic PED. The patient has a natural lens. In
addition, ex vivo measurements of blood from this patient in a cuvette
(at time point 120 minutes) are presented. Further blood data can be
found in Table 4.

FIGURE 5. FAF intensity and lifetime images from the both spectral
channels (SSC: 498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) as well as OCT
image and color fundus photograph of one eye with an RPE tear. The
outlined arrows point to an area of intraretinal blood, the full arrows

point to the area of RPE. The patient has an artificial intraocular lens.
FLIO data: areas of blood SSC: 128 ps, LSC: 226 ps; unaffected areas of
the fundus SSC: 253 ps, LSC: 384 ps; areas of RPE atrophy SSC: 427 ps,
LSC: 475 ps.
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especially, which show longest FLIO lifetimes, are not
distributed homogeneously. The area of the OR does not show
significant differences in the LSC between patients with natural
lenses and IOL, and the spectrum of fluorescence intensity
from the lens is located predominantly in SSC and only minimal
in LSC. We therefore believe that these differences may actually
be due to the different types of PEDs included in the
subgroups.

DISCUSSION

Metabolic changes in AMD may occur even before they are
detectable with conventional imaging techniques.44 FLIO
imaging seems to be helpful in detecting such changes at early
stages.23 The technique of in vivo retinal autofluorescence
lifetime imaging was first introduced by Schweitzer et al.45

Many FLIO studies have focused on improving the method and
continuing the investigation of specific disease-related FLIO
lifetime patterns.16–18,20,21,33,37,39 Healthy eyes exhibit a well
described and reproducible pattern.20,21 Short FLIO lifetimes

are localized in the fovea and caused by the autofluorescence
of retinal carotenoids, whereas long lifetime fluorescence is
localized at the area of the optic nerve, presumably caused by
connective tissue. Intermediate-long FLIO lifetimes can be
found across the retina as they are thought to indicate the
impact of lipofuscin. This pattern seems to be different for
AMD eyes where FLIO lifetimes are prolonged.23,24,31,40,46 The
prolongation of mean FLIO lifetimes is strongest in the LSC and
may be caused by an early accumulation of bis-retinoids in the
RPE.24,33,44 Early FLIO lifetime imaging studies have shown
that the autofluorescence in the LSC is predominantly
influenced by lipofuscin.17 The intermediate-long sm were also
associated with lipofuscin.34 This pattern spans a broad area 3-
6 mm from the foveal center between the large vessel arcades,
corresponding to the area of the OR and is most pronounced in
the superior and nasal area and least pronounced temporally.
However, the intensity of the pattern can vary and may
correlate with disease progression. This specific FLIO pattern
was previously described for eyes with dAMD.23 Eyes with
nvAMD also show this typical AMD-related pattern. This may
indicate that similar processes can occur in both forms, and the
blunt division between nvAMD and dAMD may not be correct,
as both forms feature similar FLIO characteristics. Although
FLIO lifetimes in the fovea are shorter for patients with AMD
compared to healthy subjects, likely due to the high rate of
patients on carotenoid supplements (39 out of 46 eyes are
from patients on long-term supplements), the FLIO lifetimes of
the OR are significantly prolonged for both forms of AMD.
However, it should be noted that there is a difference in the
pattern presentation between nvAMD and dAMD. In certain
areas of neovascularization, short FLIO lifetimes are observed.
This disrupts the typical FLIO pattern in some eyes with
nvAMD, alluding to different mechanisms of this disease. An
example of this disruption of the typical FLIO pattern can be
seen in Figure 2, where the area of the serous PED in the LSC
shows short fluorescence lifetimes which disrupts the typical
AMD pattern of ring-shaped prolonged FLIO lifetimes.

PEDs are a typical feature of AMD. These can be of different
forms, with different properties and exhibiting distinct
lifetimes. The knowledge of these properties may help the
ophthalmologist to distinguish between different forms, which
may require specific treatment. As FLIO is a noninvasive
technology, this could potentially substitute for more invasive
procedures such as fluorescein angiography. OCT-A appears to
be very helpful in detecting neovascularization, but in
combination with FLIO, this technique could be enhanced as
not only structural but also metabolic information could be
obtained from retinal tissue. FLIO therefore is an addition to

FIGURE 6. FAF intensity and lifetime images from the both spectral
channels (SSC: 498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) as well as OCT
image and color fundus photograph of one eye with SHRM. The arrows

point at the area of SHRM. The patient had an artificial IOL. FLIO data:
areas of SHRM SSC: 284 ps, LSC: 316; fibrotic areas SSC: 455 ps, LSC:
640 ps; fovea SSC: 114 ps, LSC: 300 ps; outer ring SSC: 296 ps, LSC: 433
ps.

TABLE 4. Mean FLIO Lifetimes of Blood

Time,

min

Subject 1, Male,

40 y, Healthy

Subject 2, Male,

69 y, AMD

SSC,

ps

LSC,

ps

SSC,

ps

LSC,

ps

SSC,

ps

LSC,

ps

SSC,

ps

LSC,

ps

0 165* 220* – – 160* 218* – –

30 160* 210* – – 155* 210* – –

60 150† 205† 183‡ 255‡ 143† 199† 168‡ 242‡

120 150† 200† 176‡ 285‡ 144† 194† 175‡ 244‡

125§ 164* 220* – – 159* 219* – –

Subject 2 is presented in Figure 7.
* Whole blood.
† Sedimented erythrocytes.
‡ Plasma.
§ Blood sample was shaken at this time.
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conventional retinal imaging and may refine diagnostic
possibilities.

In the present study, PEDs were investigated with FLIO in
detail. We found that different PEDs may show both shortened
as well as prolonged FLIO lifetimes. Previous studies investi-
gated drusen in AMD and often came to the conclusion that
drusen showed prolonged FLIO lifetimes.17,18,22,23,46,47 How-
ever, one previous study described short FLIO lifetimes in the
context of retinal drusen.24 In PEDs, the different lifetimes
seem to be associated with different forms of PEDs.

Drusenoid PEDs exhibited mostly prolonged FLIO lifetimes,
which may be due to an accumulation of lipofuscin
components as well as other substances. Nevertheless,
drusenoid PEDs still showed shorter FLIO lifetimes compared
to the AMD-related ring-shaped pattern. While not all drusen
fluoresce equally, the FLIO lifetimes can vary depending on the
individual druse. One patient in our study showed a drusenoid

PED with relatively short FLIO lifetimes, which is inconsistent
with typical FLIO lifetime prolongation in drusen. This patient
previously had nvAMD, and while the PED appeared pheno-
typically to be drusenoid, it may actually be a vascularized PED.
The shortened FLIO lifetimes may indicate differences of
drusenoid PEDs in different forms of AMD that could represent
variable pathomechanisms of AMD. Whether or not this
difference of drusen lifetimes delineates between nvAMD and
dAMD or finds indications for other subgrouping strategies
needs to be investigated further.

Both serous as well as hemorrhagic PEDs showed shortened
FLIO lifetimes compared to the healthy fundus. It is likely that
the amount of fluid plays a role for the individual FLIO lifetimes
in PED. Although we only investigated four hemorrhagic and
four serous PEDs, the hemorrhagic PEDs seemed to show even
shorter lifetimes. Larger serous PEDs also seemed to have
shorter lifetimes than smaller serous PEDs. However, a larger

TABLE 5. Mean FLIO Lifetimes With Differences in the Lens Status

Area of Interest

Eyes From Patients with AMD Eyes From Healthy Controls

Natural Lens (n ¼ 27) IOL (n ¼ 19) P Value Natural Lens (n ¼ 31) IOL (n ¼ 14) P Value

Fovea

SSC, ps 194 6 75 133 6 44 <0.01 236 6 80 164 6 44 <0.05

LSC, ps 299 6 75 261 6 61 0.082 317 6 69 269 6 28 0.059

Outer Ring

SSC, ps 405 6 74 339 6 37 <0.01 340 6 82 268 6 33 <0.05

LSC, ps 457 6 40 455 6 35 0.879 368 6 67 333 6 29 0.167

Outer Ring Minus Fovea

SSC, ps 212 6 52 205 6 49 0.691 104 6 25 104 6 28 0.991

LSC, ps 158 6 75 194 6 65 0.106 50 6 25 64 6 25 0.175

PED

SSC, ps 343 6 85 270 6 67 <0.01 NA NA NA

LSC, ps 424 6 53 379 6 62 <0.05 NA NA NA

Bolded P values indicate statistical significance.

FIGURE 7. FAF intensity and lifetime images from the both spectral channels (SSC: 498–560 nm and LSC: 560–720 nm) from one eye with short
FLIO lifetimes at the vessels. FLIO data: Fovea SSC, 102 ps; LSC, 295 ps; outer ring SSC: 307 ps; LSC, 496 ps; areas of PED SSC: 214 ps; LSC, 418 ps.
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number of PEDs will need to be investigated to truly confirm
this finding. In addition, we present a case of a patient that
initially showed a fibrovascular PED, received his first injection
of anti-VEGF after his baseline FLIO image, and returned within
2 weeks showing a new hemorrhagic PED. We obtained his
blood for ex vivo investigation. Both, the hemorrhagic PED as
well as his blood show short FLIO lifetimes.

We also investigated a case of a RPE tear and realized that the
short lifetimes here were also associated with the presence of
blood. We therefore speculate that fluid, both serous as well as
hemorrhagic, causes the short fluorescence decays. In addition,
however, for a thorough discussion we have to mention other
potential causes of short lifetimes in the macular area. Besides
the macular pigment, the RPE showed shortest lifetimes in
single layers of ex vivo porcine eyes.48 Short lifetimes here may
arise from missing contribution of the inner layers of the retina,
especially if they may be thinned due to the PED.49 Neverthe-
less, as Figure 5 shows, the area where inner retinal layers are
thinned shows longer FLIO lifetimes. As a variety of fluoro-
phores contributes to the FLIO signal in vivo, we can only
speculate that blood may be a source of short FLIO lifetimes.

Retinal vessels usually show long fluorescence decay times.
However, we noted that in some instances short autofluores-
cence lifetimes can be observed at the areas of the vessels.
These short lifetimes seem to be independent of gender as well
as to the presence of diseases, as we have occasionally
observed these short lifetimes within healthy subjects or
young patients with retinitis pigmentosa (Fig. 4H in previously
published work38 as well as unpublished data). A significant
portion of the eyes investigated in this study (14 out of 46 eyes)
showed short lifetime vessels. All of these vessels were veins
that were large in diameter. Interestingly, all but one of these
patients showed nvAMD. However, as we have observed the
short lifetime vessels in other diseases, we do not believe that
these short lifetimes are disease-related. Another feature of all
eyes with short lifetime vessels was that all but two of them
had an artificial intraocular lenses, and the two cases with
natural lens showed very clear lenses. Despite the confocality
of FLIO, we believe that we observe a superposition of the lens
fluorescence. In areas with strong retinal fluorescence
intensity, this effect is rather small. In areas with weak
fluorescence intensity, such as the vessels, the fluorescence
of the blood/veins may be overlaid by the long fluorescence
from the lens. This would occur in eyes with natural lenses and
especially cataracts. In young patients (e.g., retinitis pigmento-
sa) as well as patients with artificial IOLs, the fluorescence
signal from the veins can be observed because the lens
fluorescence is not strong. Nevertheless, as not all young
patients and not all patients with IOLs show these short
lifetimes, we cannot exclude that other factors could play a
role. In future studies it would be interesting to compare
lifetimes characteristics of blood from subjects with and
without short lifetime vessels. Despite not being able to prove
this hypothesis, we believe that it is a possibility that the short
lifetimes observed in vessels may originate from blood. This is
supported by studies of blood ex vivo.

A previous study already described autofluorescence
lifetimes of blood, but conditions to measure autofluorescence
lifetimes differ from this study.50 We therefore conducted ex
vivo measurements of blood with our system, which gives us
additional information as close to our in vivo system as
possible. We found that blood in a quartz cuvette showed
distinct fluorescence properties, which were very similar
between two different subjects. The fluorescence intensity of
whole blood was weak with short fluorescence lifetimes (SSC
around 160 ps; LSC around 220 ps). As the blood separates into
erythrocytes and plasma, the erythrocyte sediment remains to
show a weak fluorescence, but the fluorescence intensity of

the plasma was strong. The erythrocytes show shorter
lifetimes, and the plasma part exhibits slightly longer lifetimes.
Table 4 shows the data in detail. Overall, both lifetimes are still
relatively short. Remixing the blood after two hours restored
the initial fluorescence decays. Combining the findings of short
vessel lifetimes with the ex vivo measurements of blood, which
shows short fluorescence lifetimes, we believe that the blood
inside the vessel shows short lifetimes, and only the edge of the
vessel (e.g., connective tissue or muscle fibers in arterial walls)
shows longer lifetimes. As the fluorescence intensity from the
vessels is very weak (weaker than the foveal center), we
believe that the long lifetimes may also be a superposition with
long fluorescence lifetimes of the lens.

This study has some limitations. A rigorous grading of PEDs
resulted in small numbers of patients in the individual groups.
The group of pure serous PEDs was exceptionally small, as most
serous PEDs have fibrovascular components and were therefore
graded as mixed PEDs. Additionally, we included only four pure
hemorrhagic PEDs, and one PED that was hemorrhagic as well
as fibrovascular. The latter one was again graded as mixed. A
larger study should confirm the findings, especially in these two
subgroups of PED. As the mean age of our patients is fairly
advanced, effects due to cataract of the lens cannot be
excluded. Also, clear natural lenses exhibit a fluorescence with
a long decay time in the range of 3 to 4 ns, predominantly in the
SSC. Therefore, the impact of the fluorescence of the lens on
fundus measurements is not only related to cataract.51 Recently,
Dysli and colleagues24 described a dependence of the FLIO
lifetimes in eyes with AMD on the lens status. Other FLIO-based
studies did not find significant differences between natural lens
and IOL.23,34,39 We found that 41% of our patients had an IOL,
equally divided between dAMD and nvAMD. In our study, the
AMD-related pattern was visible regardless of the lens status. In
a sub-analysis, we compared the FLIO lifetimes from areas of
interest between patients with IOL and natural lenses. Only the
SSC showed significant differences for the foveal area as well as
the OR. The LSC did not show significant differences in these
areas. This study focuses on the LSC; therefore, we believe that
the lens does not interfere to a relevant degree. However,
comparing lifetimes of PEDs between patients with IOL and
natural lenses did show significant differences. We did not
record the type of IOL that individual patients had, and
therefore cannot exclude that the type of IOL may influence
FLIO lifetimes to a minor degree. Although we cannot
completely rule out a small influence of the lens, the fact that
the pattern of the OR did not show significant differences makes
it more likely that these actually are differences within the
different PEDs in these groups. Drusenoid PEDs, which showed
the longest lifetimes of all PEDs, were mostly found in eyes with
a natural lens. This could explain the significant difference in
the PED despite no significant difference in the OR. Due to small
sample sizes and no significant differences of the OR of the LSC,
we did not perform a subanalysis of different PED types in IOL
patients only. This should be done in a larger study in the future.
Furthermore, we performed FLIO measurements on just two
blood samples. A thorough analysis of additional blood samples
would be interesting in future studies to investigate whether
carotenoid supplementation status plays a role in autofluores-
cence lifetimes of the blood. Finally, it would be interesting to
investigate relations between individual fluorescence compo-
nents and different forms of PED. The tri-exponentional model
function holds detailed information that were not further
investigated in this study. A previous study, comparing the
fluorescence lifetime in healthy subjects and patients suffering
from early AMD, found an explicit prolongation of fluorescence
lifetimes for the second lifetime component (tau 2) in the SSC.46

This relation, as well as other possible relations of the different
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components and amplitudes should be evaluated in further
studies.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of FLIO in clinical applications has produced
consistent patterns associated with a great variety of retinal
diseases. Deviations from the healthy FLIO pattern can guide
ophthalmologists to find the correct diagnosis at a much earlier
stage and potentially intervene before irreversible damage
occurs. Of particular interest is the pattern found in AMD,
which consistently presents in every patient with the disease.
Furthermore, long-term longitudinal studies may confirm that
this pattern may manifest in patients prior to development of
the disease.

In order to truly understand these disease-related changes, it
is important to understand the origin of individual lifetimes or
lifetime components. This often is a difficult challenge, as FLIO
is a noninvasive imaging device. Therefore, it takes multiple
pieces of information to understand certain signals. This is the
first study suggesting that short FLIO lifetimes that do not
originate from the macular pigment may have their origin in
fluid within the retina. Short lifetimes have previously been
described for areas of central serous retinopathy.32 Here, we
describe the presence of short fluorescence lifetimes in areas
of PED, where especially hemorrhagic PEDs showed short
lifetimes. SHRM also showed short FLIO lifetimes, and it was
previously described that SHRM could be composed of scar
tissue, fluid and possibly hemorrhage. As morphologic data
about SHRM is limited, the short lifetimes in FLIO imaging may
give additional hints towards its morphological constitution.
Furthermore, we are able to show that vessels occasionally
show short lifetimes. Retinal artery occlusion, on the other
hand, was found to show significantly longer lifetimes of
affected areas.28,52 Finally, the analysis of blood samples ex vivo
gives additional evidence that blood and blood plasma show
short fluorescence lifetimes. This is consistent with the
interpretation that blood could be a potential source of short
FLIO lifetimes in vivo as well. However, more work remains to
confirm this hypothesis.

In conclusion, this study shows that the AMD-related FLIO
lifetime pattern that has previously been described can be
found in eyes with both dAMD as well as nvAMD. However,
due to the presence of short autofluorescence decays in areas
of PED, the pattern might be disturbed in some eyes. Short
FLIO lifetimes outside of areas with macular pigment may be
associated with fluid in the retina, such as blood or serous
fluid. Short lifetimes in vessels as well as ex vivo studies of
human blood samples support this hypothesis. Understanding
the source of short FLIO lifetimes may help to better interpret
FLIO images in a variety of different diseases, including age-
related macular degeneration. Overall, FLIO is a promising new
tool that may give further insights into the pathology and
pathophysiology of AMD.
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